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From New York Times bestselling romance author Nora Roberts comes a classic tale of passion

and peril.Ã¢â‚¬Â¦Maggie Fitzgerald had retreated from her fast-paced life, seeking solitude to heal

her tattered heart. But if landscaper Cliff DelaneyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s rude manner and irresistible sexuality

werenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t disturbing enough, now an old murder shattered her peace entirely, imperiling her

life and forcing her right into the protective arms of the most irritating man alive! DelaneyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

night moves were enough to make even the saddest woman smileÃ¢â‚¬Â¦but were they also those

of a killer?
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"a word artist, painting her story and characters with vitality and verve." -- The Los Angeles Daily

News (UNKNOWN ) --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Nora Roberts is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of more than 200 novels. She is also the

author of the bestselling In Death series written under the pen name J. D. Robb. There are more

than 400 million copies of her books in print.

I really wish these books were marketed more clearly as reprints. I do not appreciate buying the

same books more than once. Jane

I have read every Nora Roberts book & found this one not up to par unless you really like sappy



romance. The story was lame & did not up to her usual standards. If you are looking for a mystery or

intrigue with your romance, pass on this one.

Don't buy this book! I love Nora ?Roberts! I don't love harlequin books. This book swas advertised

that it came out in aug2014 but it's a 1985 book. I put 1 star but it deserves 0. I was duped!

I find it extremely annoying that I find a book by an author I love only to find out that as soon as start

reading it that it was published in 2005.... !!!! I have read this book twice and enjoyed it the first two

times.... it is in bad taste to put it into the recommendations as a new publication

I'm a huge fan, but this wasn't worth the money. Sneaky of the publisher to mislead readers into

believing this was a new book. I feel cheated.This one was stiff with cut-out characters, seriously

dated technology and a rude stud muffin and wimpy (if beautiful and talented) Hollywood royalty.

Sigh.

When I downloaded this  said published in 2014 and recently digitalized. Well, actually it was first

published in the 1980s. I am not a fan of older Robert's novels!! So  misrepresented this in my

opinion! The novel was weak on plot and some of the issues were never resolved, the story just

ended.

I really dislike when you think a book is new and turns out to be 30 years old. Maybe this ganre

worked back them but the whole damsel in distress thing is out dated.

I have read Nora Roberts books before and found them to be OK but this one is terrible. I have

never not finished a book that I start and this one was very challenging in my insistence on finishing

what I started. 48% of readers gave this book 5 stars. I find that difficult to believe as "Night Moves"

is a book of one-dimensional stereotypical characters - - the characters and the plot are so cliche

that it's actually irritating!The main character & "star" is an extremely wealthy song writer and

performer and the daughter of Hollywood elite. Her husband dies and she decides to give it all up

and settle in a very remote area 3000 miles away from Hollywood where she knows no one to live in

a home that is in desperate need of repair. By the way, she also has extraordinary home repair skills

- she can wallpaper, refinished hard wood floors, paint, garden, etc. It appears that she only has one

friend and that's her manager who periodically checks up on her to find out where she is in song



writing assignments. She has absolutely no troubles in adjusting to her new life styles which is an

extreme to her former white light life.Our Jack of all Household trades falls in love (of course after a

tense, offensive, confusing meeting) with the local landscaper. The landscaper is also very refined,

intelligent, and knows quite a bit about the arts, etc. He is also incredibly handsome! Why this man

is still single is a mystery of the ages since he's so wonderful.Love making is so intense, so

incredible that our heroin is able to think about writing music and other life decisions at the same

time!There is a murder mystery here! A human skeleton was found while the garden is being

reconfigured. But the mystery is treated by the author almost as an annoying aside.This book is

sophomoric and I think an embarrassment to the author.
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